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2 Afghan interpreters of ISAF, a civilian killed  

 

July 10, 2012 

 

District intelligence chief dead 
 

Two Afghan interpreters of the foreign forces and a civilian were killed while two foreign 

soldiers and an Afghan national were injured in Marjah district in Helmand province Monday. 

 

The foreign forces opened fire on a corolla car which did not stop on their signal in Loi Char 

Rahi area in Marjah district, the district police chief, Shadi Khan told the Afghan Islamic Press 

(AIP). 

"The driver of the vehicle, Sardar Muhammad, a shopkeeper in Marjah district, lost his life while 

an Afghan passer-by sustained injuries when the foreign forces opened fire on the car.  

The speedy vehicle crushed two Afghan interpreters of the foreign forces, Shah Maqsood and 

Zafar, to death. Two foreign soldiers were also wounded in the incident," he said. 

The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) press office in Kabul, when contacted by the 

AIP, said: "We are aware of an event in Helmand province and are in the process of gathering 

information to make a full assessment of the situation." 

 

The Taliban said it was an attack on the foreign forces carried out by an honest Afghan, Sardar 

Muhammad. 

 

The Taliban spokesman, Qari Muhammad Yousaf Ahmadi told the AIP that Sardar Muhammad 

crushed five foreign soldiers to death. Ahmadi said the foreign forces shot dead Sardar 
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Muhammad. 

Meanwhile, a district intelligence chief was killed in gunfight with the armed opponents in Arab 

Bund district in Ghazni province Monday . 

 

Muhammad Ibad, intelligence chief of Aab Bund district, was killed in a frontal gunfight with 

the armed opponents at around 10:00 AM (local time), the Ghazni Governor's spokesman, 

Muhammad Ali Ahmadi told the Afghan Islamic Press (AIP). 

 

The security forces arrested three injured armed opponents, he added. 

 

Meanwhile, the Ghazni civil hospital in-charge, Dr Baaz Muhammad Himmat told the AIP the 

body of district intelligence chief had been brought to the hospital. 

 

The Taliban have not said anything in this regard till filling of this report. 

It's pertinent to mention here that the Taliban gunned down head of Ghazni provincial attorney 

general's office, Syed Sahar Gul in Ghazni city today. 

 


